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H0 uncertainty and universe equation of state 

Hubble constant uncertainty à 
EoS parameter w 

δH0 > 5% à despite enormous effort still: δw > 0.1 

Direct    1%   H0 determination !  



     The value of the Hubble Constant changed by 100 % over the time, but 
at any moment every measurement of it was claimed to be 10 % 
accurate !    
 
 
The determination of the Hubble Constant is (almost) always claimed 
to be more precise that any distance determination to nearby galaxies. 
 
 
Alistair Walker 





      The principal sources of error in the        
calibration of the cosmic distance scale  

 
     

l   population effects 

l   extinction   (internal extinction,  reddening law)    

l   the zero point 

l  physics of the distance indicators  

                                      

 Calibration of the Cepheid PL relation 

⇒  Calibration of the local distance scale 

⇒  Stellar evolution and pulsation 

        



Eclipsing binaries 

€ 

d(pc) =1.337 ×10−5 × r(km) /ϕ(mas)

Light + RV curves  analysis 
=>  ~ 1 %  radii  (e.g. Andersen 1991) 



Late-type eclipsing binaries 

€ 

d(pc) =1.337 ×10−5 × r(km) /ϕ(mas)

φ  is derived from the surface brightness - color relation, 
very well established for late-type stars based on interferometric 
data (di Benedetto  1998, 2005;  Kervella et al. 2004)   
  
 
  
 
 
 Currently rms on such relation is 0.03 mag  (2 % !)                 
                               

€ 

SV = 2.656 +1.483× (V −K)0 − 0.044 × (V −K)0
2











The distance error budget  (2.5 % total error) 
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Improving                       relation  

€ 

SV ⇔ (V −K)0

Nardetto, Gallenne, et al.  



1 % LMC distance soon 



OGLE Pulsating Stars 





for early type stars 

€ 

SV ⇔ (V −K)0

        Very precise calibration of the Cepheid P-L relation ! 
      A must for 1 %  H0   right now at least 5 % contribution 

Challouf, Nardetto, et al. (VEGA)  



OGLE-CEP-0227 

⇒   Dynamical  mass 
⇒   Cepheid PL calibration 
⇒   BW method calibration 
⇒   precise distance 
⇒   pulsation theory  
⇒   evolutionary models 
 



Gallenne, Kervella, et al.  



      Interferometry => Cosmology         
   

l   Sv – color relation  (eclipsing binaries, Cepheids, etc)  

     => the best zero point  

     => very precise determination of the metallicity effect 

     => independent way of using Cepheids for distance 

          determination  (BW technique) 

l   New opportunities to study basic physics of stellar 
distance indicators 

    => Cepheids masses (and other parameters) to 1 % 

    => p factor determination 

                                      

  

                

 



      The principal sources of error in the        
calibration of the cosmic distance scale  

      

l   population effects       SOON 

l   extinction                    DONE    

l   the zero point               2 % DONE   1 % SOON 

l  physics of the distance indicators    YES !  

                                      

 Calibration of the Cepheid PL relation at  1 % 

 

                H0   1-1.5 %  soon ?  

 

 


